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The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) Standing
Committee No. 11 on Multinational Disclosure and Accounting (Standing
Committee No. 1) thanks you for the opportunity to provide our thoughts
regarding ED 5,1 Insurance Contracts (ED 5) .

IOSCO is committed to promoting the integrity of international markets
through promotion of high quality accounting standards, including rigorous
application and enforcement. 1 Members of Standing Committee No. 1 seek to
further IOSCO's mission through thoughtful consideration of accounting and
disclosure concerns and pursuit of improved transparency of global financial
reporting . The omments we have provided herein reflect a general consensus
among the mem~ers of Standing Committee No. 1 and are not intended to
include all the comments that might be provided by individual members on
behalf of their respective jurisdictions. In addition, the lack of a response to a
specific question posed by the Board in its Invitation to Comment does not
necessarily indi ate a lack of consensus amongst the members of Standing
Committee No., . Rather, Standing Committee No . 1 has chosen to limit our
response to those questions that our members believe involve key issues and
on which a consensus was reached.

We understand from statements made in ED 5 and other information issued
regarding this project that the International Accounting Standards Board (the
Board) undertook this project as a first step in developing an International
Financial Reporting Standard (an IFRS) for all insurance contracts .
Specifically, in light of the complexities involved in having a "clean slate"
upon which the Board will develop a comprehensive basis of accounting for
insurance contracts, it is our understanding that the Board has concluded that
it would be impractical to attempt to develop a new Standard prior to the 2005
first time adoption of IFRSs by many reporting entities . Thus, in an effort to
balance the need', for a uniform accounting standard with the cost of
implementing a `temporary" standard, the Board has decided that the focus of
ED 5 should be in making improvements to the accounting and disclosure for
insurance contracts in certain instances where the short-term benefits of such
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changes outweigh', the short-term costs. ED 5's provisions also focus on
preventing entities from newly adopting less favorable accounting and
disclosure policies in the interim period leading up to issuance of a
comprehensive standard . Our comments are being provided with this context
in mind and would not necessarily be the same if the proposals in ED were
intended to be a long-term solution .

General Comments

Standing Committee No. 1 supports the Board's decision to undertake a
limited scope project that would result in limited improvements to accounting
and disclosure practices for insurance contracts in advance of the Board's
deliberations on a broader, principles-based standard for insurance contracts .
Not withstanding our support for the Board's decision, we acknowledge the
limitations inherent in a temporary standard and thus, we believe that users of
financial reports will be much better served once a comprehensive MRS for
Insurance contract$ is in effect . As such, we look forward to the Board's
conclusion of phase II of the project in as expeditious a manner as possible .

With regards to the Board's decisions in phase I Standing CommitteeNo. 1 :

Supports the Board's decision to incorporate a "contract based"
approach into ED 5 for the reasons enumerated by the Board in
paragraph 0 of the basis for conclusions (the Basis) . We agree with
the observation that the lines between different types of financial
services entities are becoming increasingly difficult to draw as the
various industries move into new business areas and new products are
developed .'

"

	

Supports the Board's conclusion in paragraph 139 of the Basis that
disclosure ofthe fair value of insurance liabilities and insurance assets
would prov~de relevant information for users. However, the relevance
of the inforrlnation supplied depends upon whether the amounts
provided by', such disclosures are reliably measured . Thus, as we will
discuss in more detail in our response to question 10, prior to such
disclosures being required we believe that the Board must give priority
attention to developing further guidance as to how such fair values
should be estimated, especially in circumstances where assets and
liabilities (such as those related to insurance contracts) are not widely
traded in markets. As you will see in our response to that question, we
have suggested an alternative disclosure requirement that could be
used until such time as the relevant fair value measurement guidance
has been developed.

"

	

Agrees with ',ED 5's proposed elimination of the reporting anomalies
that currently arise in certain circumstances upon an insurer's purchase



of reinsurance for the same reasons enumerated by the Board in
paragraph ~190 of the Basis.

There are also several areas of ED 5 for which we have comments that we
would like to brim to the Board's attention . These are as follows :

While Standing Committee No. I believes that the contract-based approach to
writing this MRS is the right approach, we note that a contract (i .e .
characteristics) based approach could scope into phase I or phase II of the
insurance project many types of contracts that have not previously been
thought of as insurance contracts. Therefore the scope of ED 5 has the
potential to impact many more entities than its title might suggest. We believe
the Board should 4onsider whether sufficient attention has been paid to ED 5
outside of the ins4ance industry, and should reach out to representatives of
non-insurance enterprises during the exposure period and prior to issuing a
final standard to ensure appropriate consideration is given. The perspective of
such enterprises may bring to light additional items requiring the Board's
attention prior to the Board's issuance of a final standard.

We note that the two-phased approach to this project has necessitated that the
Board seek to balance the need for uniform accounting and disclosure
standards with the (cost of implementing a "temporary" solution . We
recognize that in okder to achieve this goal, it is necessary for the Board to
provide a temporary scope exception to the provisions ofparagraphs 5 and 6
of IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
(for an insurer's insurance contracts issued and reinsurance contracts held)
while simultaneously developing prohibitions against very specific practices.
As a result, ED 5 represents a fairly significant departure from the IASB's
goal of providing '$rinciples-based" accounting standards . Thus, while we
agree with the end product ofED 5 as an interim step, we hope that in phase II
of the project the Board will return to its stated approach to standard writing.

With regards to 6q alization and catastrophe reserves, as securities regulators
with a goal ofproviding investors with high quality financial reports for use in
making investing decisions, we concur with the Board's decision in paragraph
10(a) to eliminate tthe practice of maintaining such reserves . However, we are
troubled by the Board's decision in paragraph 16(b) to permit the continued
use of existing accounting policies that result in the measurement of insurance
liabilities with "ex~essive prudence" at the same time that the Board
acknowledges that iit is unable to define the term in phase 1. If a term is to be
used in an IFRS, we believe that it should be defined. Our concerns are more
fully described in the response to question 4b. One additional point that we
would like to make regarding "excessive prudence" pertains to the Board's
decision to permit

	

measurement principle that is captioned as "excessive" .
We believe that allowing "excessive" reserves to be recorded contradicts the



principle of neutrality that is a necessary characteristic of high-quality
financial information . .

Our final point relates to ED 5's fair value provisions . These provisions arise
both directly (i.e . the fair value disclosure requirements) and indirectly (i.e .
the decision to include assets held to back insurance contracts in the scope of
IAS 39) from the provisions of ED 5. Both of these provisions represent a
fairly substantial change from existing IAS requirements . In light of the broad
impact that these provisions could be expected to have, Standing Committee
No. 1 is unanimous in encouraging that the Board, as part of its due process,
ensure that all parties concerned, including both entities that are traditionally
thought of as "insurers" and those that are not, are given full opportunity to
discuss their concerns about ED5 prior to the Board's issuance of a final
standard . Our response to Question 1 contains some additional thoughts
regarding this topic.

This concludes our; discussion of some broader themes that Standing
Committee No. 1 . Would like to express with regards to ED 5 . The remainder
of this letter provides responses to several of the questions raised in the
Board's invitation to comment .

Responses to certain questions raised in the invitation to comment

Below you will find responses to certain questions that were raised in the
Board's invitation to comment.

Question 1- Scope

(a) The Exposure

	

raft proposes that the IFRS would apply to insurance
contracts (including reinsurance contracts) that an entity issues andto
reinsurance contracts that it holds, exceptfor specified contracts covered
by other IFRS TheIFRS wouldnot apply to accounting by
policyholders (paragraphs 2-4 ofthe draft IFRS andparagraphs BC40-
BCSI ofthe Basisfor Conclusions) .

The Exposure

	

raft proposes that the IFRS would notapply to other
assets and liabilities ofan entity that issues insurance contracts. In
particular, it wouldnot apply to:

i. Assets held to back insurance contracts (paragraphs BC9 and
BC1109-BC114). These assets are covered by existing IFRSs,
for example, IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurements andIAS30 Investment Property.



Response

ii. Financial instruments that are not insurance contracts but
are issued by an entity that also issues insurance contracts
(paragraphs BC11S-BC117) .

Is this scope appropriate? Ifnot, what changes wouldyou suggest, and
why?

Standing Committee No. 1 generally agrees with the Board's decision to
exclude from the scope ofED5 other (i.e . non-insurance contract) assets and
liabilities of an entity that issues insurance contracts. With the continuing
consolidation of traditional financial and insurance institutions into hybrid
entities, we believe that it is in the best interest of users of financial statements
to have non-insurance contracts that meet the definition of a financial
instrument be accounted for in a uniform manner. However we do note that
there have been widespread concerns expressed by the Board's constituents
with regards to thel lack ofan IAS 39 financial asset category for "assets
backing insurance contracts." These concerns arise from a beliefthat using a
different measurement basis for insurance contracts and assets backing them
will result in volatility that does not fully reflect the economic reality of an
insurer's asset liability management. Many of those expressing such concerns
believe that insures would riot be able to avail themselves of the "Held to
Maturity" classification for a significant portion of their investments . The
Board acknowledges this in paragraph 110 of the Basis and provides a brief
example of how anl, entity might use the "Held to Maturity" classification in
certain instances.

	

in light of continuing concerns that are being raised on this
issue, Standing Committee No. 1 recommends that the Board meet with
representatives of groups affected by ED 5 (e.g . regulatory agencies,
investors, members of industry, etc.) to discuss the matter further. We believe
such meetings can be most effective if they include a mix of affected parties in
any discussions.

	

s part of these discussions, the Board may wish to consider
whether it is possible, to provide additional guidance that would help insurers ,
identify instances in which "Held to Maturity" classification for financial
assets would be ap1~ropriate and whether it would be possible for insurers to
avail themselves olithe provisions ofIAS 39, paragraph 83(c) which would
permit an entity to sell assets classified as held to maturity if the sale was due
to "due to an isolated event that is beyond the enterprise's control and that is
non-recurring and ~ould not have been reasonably anticipated by the
enterprise ."



Question 3 - Emaedded derivatives

(a) LAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement requires
an entity to separate some embedded derivativesfrom their host contract,
measure them~atfair value and include changes in theirfair value in
profit or loss . ,This requirement would continue to apply to a derivative
embedded in on insurance contract, unless the embedded derivative :

i. Meets the definition ofan insurance contract within the
scope ofthe draft IFRS; or

ii. Is on option to surrender an insurance contractfor afixed
amount (orfor an amount based on afixed amount and an
interest rate)

However, an insurer would still be required to separate, and measure at
fair value:

i. A pot option or cash surrender option embedded in an
insurance contract ifthe surrender value varies in response
to the change in an equity or commodity price or index; and

ii. An ~ption to surrender a financial instrument that is not an
insurance contract.

(paragraphs S and 6 ofthe draft IFRS, paragraphs BC37 and BCI18-
BC123 ofthe ~asisfor Conclusions and IG Example 2 in the draft
Implementation Guidance)

Are the proposed exemptionsfrom the requirements in LAS 39for some
embedded derivatives appropriate? Ifnot, what changes should be made
and why?

(b) Among the embedded derivatives excluded by this approachfrom the
scope ofIAS 39 are items that transfer significant insurance risk but
that many regard as predominantlyfinancial (such as the guaranteed
life-contingent annuity options and guaranteed minimum death benefits
described in paragraph BC123 ofthe Basisfor Conclusions). Is it
appropriate to exempt these embedded derivativesfromfair value
measurement in phase I ofthisproject? Ifnot, why not? How would
you define the embedded derivatives that should be subject tofair value
measurement in phase 1?



Response

We agree with the concept of excluding from the scope of IAS 39 embedded
derivatives that transfer a significant amount of insurance risk . However, in
order to ensure that this concept is interpreted consistently in practice, we
believe that additional guidance may be needed with regards to the meaning of
the term "significant" as that term is used in paragraph 123 ofthe Basis.

For example, para raph 11 of Appendix B indicates that a link to a price 'index
in a life-contingen~annuity is an embedded derivative that "meets the
definition of an insurance contract" thus obviating the need for the insurer to
account for this feature as a derivative instrument pursuant to-the provisions of
IAS 39. When discussing similar features in paragraph 123 of the Basis, the
Board indicates th4t the embedded feature meets the definition of an insurance
contract "because he payout is contingent on an event that creates significant
insurance risk ." Itl, is not entirely clear to the members of Standing Committee
No. 1 when the amount of insurance risk is sufficient to cause an embedded
financial derivative, embodying financial risk, to avoid the scope of IAS 39 .
Specifically, one could interpret paragraph 123 of the Basis to mean any of the
following :

i .

	

The insurance risk inherent in the contingent event is, or could be,
significant in relation to the financial risk contained in embedded
feature.

ii .

	

The insura ce risk inherent in the contingent event is, or could be,
significant n relation to other insurance risks absorbed by the insurer.

iii .

	

The insurance risk inherent in the contingent event is, or could be,
significant in relation to the insurer's overall operations .

Standing Committee No. 1 has not developed a preference for any specific
interpretation ; how ver, we would like to point out that each of these
interpretations would only be workable to the extent that preparers and
auditors of financial statements were able to overcome the valuation
challenges discussed'in paragraph I I 8(b) of the Basis. Additionally, in ED 5,
as well as in the interpretations that we have provided above, the term
"significant" is not defined or explained with a principle that would be useful
in making such judgments.

Question 4-- Temporary exclusions from criteria in IAS 8

(a) Paragraphs S and 6 of[the May 2002 Exposure Draft ofimprovements
to] IAS8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Error specify criteriafor an entity to use in developing an accounting
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ii. Require
insurer's lexisting accounting policies.

Require n insurer to keep insurance liabilities in its balance sheet
until they are discharged or cancelled, or expire, and to report
insuranc liabilities without offsetting them against related
reinsuran e assets (paragraphs 10-13 ofthe draft IFRS and
paragrap s BC58-BC75 ofthe Basisfor Conclusions) .

Response
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Committee No. 1 believes that the Board should add to
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Question 6 - Un
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(c) Is it clear whey unbundling would be required? Ifnot, what changes
should be made to the description ofthe criteria?

Response

We believe that the level of liability recognition necessary to overcome the

unbundling) believ
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required to unbundl
To support their vie
" . . .failure to unbun
liabilities, but not 1
sheet [emphasis ad
the final standard .

oposes that an insurer should unbundle (i.e. account
osit components ofsome insurance contracts, to avoid the
and liabilitiesfrom its balance sheet (paragraphs 7 and 8
paragraphs BC30-BC37 ofthe Basisfor Conclusions and
d IG6 ofthe proposed Implementation Guidance) . . .

ment for traditional life insurance contracts containing
ty values is unclear. Specifically, paragraph 7 requires
undle contracts into their insurance and deposit
surer's existing accounting policies do not result in the
obligations to repay amounts received under the contract
amounts paid under the contract . It is unclear whether
ng such obligations must be measured at an amount equal
elf, or whether the mere recognition of an obligation,
ount at which is it recognized on the balance sheet, is
me the unbundling requirement . Those supporting the first
amount of the liability must equal the obligation in order
point to paragraph 8 which indicates that insurers would

nbundle traditional life insurance contracts containing
y values (which could be regarded as deposit components)
ing accounting policies cause it to recognize all liabilities
s. Those supporting the second view (the measured
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that the exception provided in paragraph 8 is merely an
t to avoid the large-scale systems changes that would be
large portfolios of traditional life insurance contracts .
they point to paragraph 36 ofthe Basis, which states,

le these contracts would affect measurement ofthese
ad to their complete omission from the insurer's balance
ed]." We believe that the. Board should clarify its intent in

One additional point that we would like to make regarding unbundling
pertains to the defin tion of the term "deposit component" . As we mentioned
in the general comments section of this report, the scope of ED 5 will likely
expand outside ofthe insurance industry . Thus, although we believe that most
preparers in the insurance industry are generally familiar with the tern deposit
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component, including a definition in Appendix A might facilitate a uniform
understanding of his provision ofED 5 across all industries .

i

Question 7- Reinsurance purchased

The proposals in he draft IFRS would limit reporting anomalies when an
insurer buys reinsurance (paragraphs 18 and 19 ofthe draft IFRS and
paragraphs BC89 BC92 ofthe Basisfor Conclusions).

Are these proposals appropriate? Should any changes be made to these
proposals? Ifso, what changes and why?

Response -

As indicated in the general comments above, we strongly support the Board's
decisions to limit reporting anomalies that result when an insurer buys
reinsurance.

Question 9 - Disc

Theproposals add
contained in insur
and 25 of the draft
Conclusions) . The
phase II of thispro

Are theseproposa
forphase I ofthis

Response -

etionary participation features

-ess limited aspects ofdiscretionary participation features
rnce contracts orfinancial instruments (paragraphs 24
IFRS andparagraphs BC102BCI08 of the Basisfor
Board intends to address thesefeatures in more depth in
iect.

appropriate? Ifnot, what changes wouldyou suggest
roject and why?

We generally agree

	

iththe Board's proposal not to require that insurers
make several chang s to their existing accounting policies for discretionary
participating feature . Although the Board defines a discretionary
participating feature in Appendix A ofED 5, and describes these features in
paragraph 102 and 103 of the Basis, we believe that expanding the
Implementation Gui ance to include examples of discretionary participation
features that encom ass the various insurance products and features that hav
already been create for market, regulatory or statutory reasons in the
jurisdictions represe ted by members of Standing Committee No . 1 would
help achieve a more uniform application of ED 5's provisions .



Question 10 - Disclosure of the fair value of insurance assets and
insurance liabilities
Theproposals would require an insurer to disclose thefair value ofits
insurance assets

and
insurance liabilitiesfrom 31 December 2006

(paragraphs 30 and 33 ofthe draft IFRS, paragraphs BC138-BC140 ofthe
Basisfor Conclu ions andparagraphs IG60 and IG61 ofthe draft
Implementation uidance) .

Is it appropriate t
for thefirst time?

Response -

IAs mentioned in the general comments section of this letter, Standing
Committee No . 1

	

grees with the Board's conclusion that disclosure ofthe fair
value of insurance liabilities and insurance assets would provide relevant
information for us rs . However, in order to ensure that investors are receiving
information that is generally consistent across insurers, we believe that it is
important that the ssues associated with measuring the fair value of insurance
contracts prior to r

	

uiring disclosure of such information be resolved . We
are not confident t at such measurement issues will be resolved by December
31, 2006 .

long transition peri
Committee No. 1
December 31, 200
insurance contracts
associated with peri
paragraph 16(a) of
disclosed in a man
insurer's policy for
disclosing the fair
provide a list of ass
cash flows in order

useful information t
simultaneously requ
information that wo

require this disclosure? Ifso, when should it be required
Ifnot, what changes wouldyou suggest and why?

We recognize that art ofthe Board's reason for requiring fair value
disclosures for periods ending on or after December 31, 2006 is to encourage
insurers to begin work on fair value systems to avoid the need to provide a

)d for phase II . An alternative developed by Standing
ould be to require, for periods beginning on or after
disclosure of expected cash flows associated with

for each of the next 5 years and aggregated cash flows
ods beyond year 5. Consistent with the requirements of
he draft IFRS, an insurer would calculate the amounts
er (discounted or undiscounted) that correlates with the
measuring insurance liabilities . Insurers that are already
ue of their insurance liabilities should be required to
mptions that were applied to their disclosed expected
o obtain such fair values .

Replacing the curre t fair value disclosure requirement with such an interim
cash flow disclosur~requirement could have the advantage of providing

o investors that could be consistently prepared, while
iring that insurers begin developing systems to track the
ald be the backbone of future fair value disclosures . Fair
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D 5 indicates that the proposed standard would be
ance contracts (including reinsurance contracts) that it
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use of the term reinsurance contract pertains to
surer's purchase of reinsurance in order to cede risk to
Thus, we have concluded that the Board's intent was that
and disclosure provisions of ED 5 that pertain to
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If you have any q estions or need additional information on the
recommendation and comments that we have provided, please do not hesitate
to contact me at 1202 942 4400 .
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Sincerely,

Scott Taub
Chair
IOSCO Standing Committee No. 1


